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Case Example 
 

What I did was I created a private Hypothesis group for the class. So, um, only 
people with an invitation to the group can post in the private group. And this is it. It's 
called, um, gender and GSAR 2020. And so, this, uh, annotation is me. This was 
actually our workshop, um, that the students did in small groups. And, and this was a 
recommendation from one of the students. They said, "Hey, you know, if you put the 
workshop questions in Hypothesis, we can see them on the page where we need to be 
looking to the text to answer the questions. So, it's all on one screen for us. Then we 
have our other screen for Zoom." And, you know, even though it's a lot of screening, it's 
all kind of in one place for them. So, see, I, I put the workshop question into this 
comment on Hypothesis so that they could, um, they could read it while, like in real-time 
while we were together in class, but also, um, the students use Hypothesis to annotate 
the text.   

I'm just going to scroll kind of quickly through these because they are really 
supposed to be kind of private to the class. So, it's not so much that I want to give you, 
like time to read all of the students, the content of their comments, but, um, I got their 
permission just to sort of show you that what they did. Um, so they loved it. They 
absolutely loved the Hypothesis, Pressbooks combo as a kind of informal, um, but, but 
they also took it quite seriously, like way to, um, to, uh, both critically analyze the texts, 
but also to just post questions in real-time that other students then would come on and 
answer, or I would. And I would pose little questions in the margins. Um, so it was 
really, it was great on these, um, these, uh, theory chapters, right? These kind of 
background chapters.   

And then it really lit up when we got to the, um, the sort of meat and potatoes, 
right? So, we got to like Livy, these original sources from ancient Rome, where, um, to 
critique these original sources to really freely express their, their responses, and their 
feelings, and their reactions as they were reading along. Each of these highlighted 
areas is something that someone commented on in Hypothesis. And so, this one has 29 
annotations on this, and some of them are me, um, here's a note to them that this is part 
of workshop four, but a lot of them are the students, right? Um, as well. So, you can just 
see as I scroll that the number of students, you know, it's, uh, it's a lot of different 
students commenting. Um, some are short, some are a bit longer. Um, any who, so they 
really liked that. I was super pleased with it.   

It was also really fun for me to be able to see, and by fun, I mean like productive 
and useful, for me to see what they were thinking and what they were reacting to. And, 
and, um, and also, uh, I, kinda learned too a lot from their Hypothesis comments about 
their backgrounds, like how much they already knew about background information. 
Like, you know, um, their comments would, re-, would reveal a lot, and then it would 
show me like things that were coming up for them that I might be able to incorporate 
into the workshops or ask them about in class. That, that I also learned a lot from them 
with their insightful, uh, uh, critiques, because of course, they are like the next, they are 
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like the ones leading us forward now into like, you know, anti-racist, you know, uh, 
decalon-, deco-, decolonized, if that's even possible, scholarship, right?   

They, they are woke, right? They, so it's cool for me to, to have access to their 
perspective in this way that, um, it's just not really possible, uh, or I haven't experienced 
it to this extent. Um, also like Barbara, I don't really lecture. I use the class time for 
workshops and the workshops are like very bossy, like lectures. They have tons of 
content delivered in them. Um, they're, um, but they're opportunities for the students to 
work together through the material. And so, what I loved about Hypothesis personally, 
was that I got to geek out in more, um, kind of casual ways, the kind of things you might 
pop, just drop into a lecture as like fun facts. You know, don't really fit in the kind of 
conceptual workshops that I give because they're, they're all very like unified and 
serious. So, I can't always drop the like super nerdy things that I just like love about 
ancient realm into a conceptual workshop, but I could drop it on Hypothesis.   

Like it was, you know, just so easily like, "Oh, you gotta hear this funny story 
about this, Etruscan wolf statue that has been the centerpiece of Rome, self-identity 
forever. And recently was discovered to be like, uh, like early Renaissance sculpture, 
like so funny, so interesting, but not necessarily part of like really the unit, while I put like 
a whole thing about that in Hypothesis so that they could just... And they got real into it. 
It actually sparked a whole conversation about how we use material culture to 
understand the ancient world. And it just, I just dropped it. And like, they, they could pick 
it up or not. 
 


